I’m standing for VP Further Education to turn NUS around. We urgently need a
national union that fights to defend students against the enormous assault we
are facing from the Tory-led government.
As VP FE I would take the fight to the Tories – uniting our movement behind a
serious campaign to force a government u-turn to bring back EMA. I stand for an
NUS that actively builds massive opposition to cuts and fees – and for the
student movement to link up with other progressive movements in fighting
racism, inequality, climate change and war.
As the co-founder of the Bring Back EMA Campaign, President of MidKent
College SU, member of the NUS National Executive Council and the NUS LGBT
National Committee I have the broad range of experience necessary to lead a
vibrant, fighting FE student movement on a local and national level.
I stand for an FE Zone that puts the issue of
bringing back EMA at the absolute centre
of NUS’ work in the run up to the next
general election. Elect me and I will:

With the general election just over 2 years
away, now is the time to start setting the
terms of the debate over the future of
Further Education and launch a massive fight
for what FE students need - financial support
to get through college.
The scrapping of the Education Maintenance
Allowance by the government in 2010 was
an attack on some of the poorest students in
society, with a disproportionate impact on
young women and Black students. Those
that argue that it “wasn’t good enough”
ignore the huge effect that it had on the lives
of the people that received it.
I will lead an active and vibrant campaign to
bring back EMA - channelling the anger and
passion of a generation into a movement
that forces a government u-turn on the
issue. The Nations have led the way in
campaigning to keep EMA and now we need
to take that fight even further.

• Mobilise flat out for a first term national
demo in central London under the banner of
bringing back EMA, opposing cuts, fees and
student debt - FE and HE, unite and fight!
• Bring together a powerful coalition of
students, teachers, lecturers, politicians,
trade unionists, campaigners & public figures
to demand the government bring back EMA
• Hold a national lobby of Parliament and
launch a government e-petition with the goal
of reaching 100,000 signatures to get a
debate in the House of Commons
• Build the movement to bring back EMA in
every college – supporting local weeks of
action, stunts and direct action on campuses

“EMA provided a lifeline to
thousands of students, and
those that argue against
its reinstatement do not
care for the poorest in
society. I’m voting for Matt
because he will lead a
dynamic and inclusive
campaign to bring back
this crucial grant”
Phoebe Lloyd
City of Bath College
President

“Matt will transform the
FE Zone by taking on the
government to defend
students and supporting FE
officers. He is the best
person to take forward the
fight against the Tory-led
coalition’s attacks on
Further Education. Vote
Matt #1 for VP FE!”
Becca Anderson
Gateshead College
President

We have some truly inspiring activists in FE,
but too often we're held back by funding
restraints or a lack of staff support. From the
smallest specialist college to the largest FE
union, we all need help and support from
NUS at times. I will lead an FE Zone that
builds strong and active FE Unions, with
more sabbatical officers, more NUS support
and more accessible campaigns for FE
activists.
Elect me and I will:
• Equip officers with the arguments to win
bigger block grants from their colleges
• Support FE sabbs where they exist, and
help you create more where they don’t
• Campaign for more FE affiliations to NUS we are stronger when we are united
• Deliver guidance on running democratic
and autonomous unions - run by students,
for students
• Tailor training to your needs - working with
officers in the Nations and looking to deliver
more online and in-house training
• Ensure that the Liberation Campaigns are
centrally involved in all of the Zone’s training
events
• Work with the other VPs to increase FE
participation at all Zone conferences

“For an NUS that fights all
fees and cuts, providing
real opposition to the
Tories, make sure you
vote Matt #1 for VP FE!”
Vicki Baars
NUS Vice President
Union Development

The government’s plans for education are
unfolding as the greatest assault on
students in living memory. The introduction
of fees and loans for adult learners would be
a massive attack on students in Further
Education, especially women and Black
students. Apprenticeships have been
misused and abused for too long. Poverty
wages and being exploited as a source of
cheap labour mean that for many the
experience of being an apprentice has been
severely tainted.
NUS should form a powerful coalition of
students, trade unionists and anti-cuts
campaigners in opposing the government’s
disgraceful plans for education. NUS
Scotland’s ‘Fund Scotland’s Future’
campaign against the Scottish Government’s
proposal to cut the FE budget by £34.6m is a
brilliant example of what NUS as a whole
should be doing to fight to defend students
across Britain. It isn’t good enough to focus
all our attention on 2015 - now is the time
to take the fight to the government.
Elect me and I will:
• Organise serious opposition
to FE fees and loans
• Make the arguments for
massive state investment
in free education
• Defend ESOL funding
• Fight for a living wage
for apprentices and an
end to the exploitation
of apprentices

•
•
•
•

MidKent College President 2012/3
NUS NEC Block of 15 (FE Place) 2012/3
NUS LGBT Committee 2012/3
National Campaign Against Fees and
Cuts National Committee 2012/3
• Actively involved in many progressive
campaigns including People & Planet,
LMHH, UAF, CND and Stop the War

“Matt has a really strong
record of fighting for
Liberation and will lead
campaigns against all
discrimination. Vote Matt
#1 to put Liberation at
the heart of FE”

“Vote Matt to ensure NUS
runs active campaigns
against racism, fascism
and Islamophobia”
Selmah Habib
South & City College
Birmingham President

Sky Yarlett
NUS LGBT Officer

In a time when the fascist far right are trying
to make in-roads into our colleges, and
mainstream politicians are using racist
scapegoating to distract us from austerity,
NUS must fight back. Elect me and I will:
• Actively campaign against Islamophobia,
anti-Semitism and all forms of racism
• Work with UAF to beat the fascists at the
ballot box and oppose them when they
attack our communities - No to the EDL!
• Always defend and implement NUS’ No
Platform for Fascists policy, and ensure
there are free places for FE students at the
Anti-Racism Anti-Fascism Conference
• Fight alongside international students
against visa restrictions, discrimination and
deportations

Women, Black, LGBT and disabled students
are at the sharp end of the government’s
attacks on education. As students we should
be actively challenging inequality in wider
society and running unions that stand up for
all students. Elect me and I will:
• Support your local Liberation Campaigns
and defend NUS Liberation autonomy
• Oppose cuts to welfare benefits that hit
disabled people and women hardest
• Fight cuts to rape crisis centres and defend
a woman’s right to choose
• Continue to support NUS LGBT’s campaign
for Equal Marriage
• Campaign for inclusive campuses – with
greater provision of Halal and Kosher food,
and prayer room facilities available

We are told that there is no money to fund
education, yet our government spends
billions on war and nuclear weapons every
year. I would ensure that NUS demands the
government changes its twisted spending
priorities and funds education not war. As a
member of the NUS NEC I proposed the
unanimously-passed policy that opposed the
murderous war on Gaza and demands that
the siege is ended. I will support FE unions
empowering their students to play an active
role as global citizens – fighting for a better
world and against war and climate chaos.

“Matt has provided
invaluable support in
organising events for Black
History Month and fighting
racism at MidKent”
Faith Kumson
MidKent College
Black Students’ Officer 2012

• Co-Founder of the Bring Back EMA
Campaign, launched in November 2012
alongside over 100 NUS Officers, reps, FE
student leaders and activists
• Built #demo2012 nationally and on my
campus – taking a coach of students at my
college to protest against the government
• As a member of the NUS NEC proposed
NUS ring-fence money to provide funding
for FE unions to get to the national demo
• Won an increase in student support
funding at MidKent, and campaigned
against fines for handing in late work
• Created our first ever autonomous
Liberation Officers with full exec positions
• Campaigned alongside UAF and the NUS
Black Students’ Campaign against fascists
being given a platform within the student
movement: from Leeds to Cambridge
• Collected hundreds of signatures for
NUS LGBT’s Equal Marriage campaign to
lobby my local MP and delivered training
to college staff on LGBT issues
• Commemorated Holocaust Memorial
Day including organising a delegation of
students from my college to visit Auschwitz
• Organised Fairtrade Fortnight,
introduced an SU Sustainability Officer
and handed in our first submission for the
Green Impact awards
...and much more!

